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Abstract
Facing fierce competition in the marketplace, companies should try to determine the optimal settings of
new products design. Human perception becomes the main objective in product development. This is
related to consumer taste and preferences. In order to realize a well-designed product that appeals to
costumers, the product not only should meet the physical requirements of consumers but also has to satisfy
their affective needs. Thus, in a diverse and highly competitive market, successful products may not those
with desirable product form. This study proposes Bayesian Rough Set model to deal some uncertainties and
incomplete data in classification data. Bayesian Rough Set method has the strength to solve vagueness in
human sensory data with the probabilistic approximation to identify the relation rules between human
perception and product exterior design. This is also useful to handle heterogeneous population,
contradictive between generalization versus customization, and uncertainty – inconsistency in market
segmentation. At the final result, the proposed method get the better result than conventional method
(Rough Set) as followed: The proposed method get accuracy improvement rather than conventional method
(Rough Set), i.e. 12.07%, and confidence level as big as 10.61%.
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1. Introduction
The issue of heterogeneity in order to determine settings of new product design is critical and has been noticed by
many researchers. If not carefully taken into account, heterogeneity may lead to erroneous data interpretations or
biased coefﬁcient estimates. Heterogeneity can be roughly divided into two kinds: the observed and the unobserved
(Washington et al., 2003; Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). Observed heterogeneity refers to inter-individual differences
that are controlled or measured by explanatory variables; on the other hand (Do. Bagus, et. al., 2016), unobserved
heterogeneity refers to all other differences. While unobserved heterogeneity is difﬁcult to deal with due mostly to
data limitations, researchers have put a lot of effort into reducing possible heterogeneity in on-hand data.
In the past, one of the many approaches that marketing researchers did to reducing heterogeneity is to select
relatively homogeneous data. Some have considered adoption at the aggregate level, as the result of a diffusion process
to which the concept of innovativeness is central. Related studies purport to capture inherent differences between
earlier and later adopters on the basis of demographic, socio-economic or psychological factors, individual perceptions
of the product and features, or the degree of innovativeness and interpersonal communication (Do. Bagus, et. al.,
2017).
Innovativeness and interpersonal communication have been largely reported as major determinants of adopter
categories. Innovators have been identified as newness seekers, sensitive to the time elapsed since product
introduction. Laggards are known to seek reassurance through interpersonal communication word-of-mouth before
making a purchase decision; intermediate adopter categories lie somewhere between the two extremes. Specific
combinations of these factors, time elapsed since product introduction (from here-on referred to as introduction time)
and an amount of interpersonal communication (from here-on referred to as word-of-mouth), make up what can be
called product-specific diffusion-related situations.
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The other approach views adoption at the disaggregate level, as the outcome of individual attitudes towards and
preferences for the product or its features, based on one’s perceptions and needs. Individual assessments of new
products are analyzed to uncover specific perception and preference patterns that can help understand and predict
individual behavior. A number of studies focus on perceptions of intangible product features, such as relative
advantage, complexity, compatibility, trialability, communicability and perceived risk. Others purport to show the
moderating impact of situational variables such as product usage, purchase context and supplier characteristics,
revealing such situational factors as potent behavior determinants and market segmentation criteria.
Little has been done to link the aggregate diffusion process with the disaggregate preference structures: studies of
the diffusion process are usually based on the assumed existence of a pre-specified product description, with no
account of possible preference differentials between earlier and later adopters. Conversely, the analysis of consumer
preferences tends to highlight a unique ‘most promising’ product description, irrespective of the diffusion situation
(introduction time and word-of-mouth) in which consumers make purchase decisions. Hence, it appears that both
fields of research could gain in scope and depth from viewing (1) product preferences as dependent upon adopter
categories and (2) the diffusion process as accounting for evolving preferences of new adopters (G. Cestre and R. Y.
Darmon, 1998).
From a managerial standpoint, the competitive environment puts pressure on innovative firms to develop and
maintain the best product-market fit. In the context of new product development, concept and product testing aim at
such a fit. However, such tests are not usually performed in reference to earlier and later adopter-type consumers. This
may result in a lack of insight about the true appeal to any specific adopter group of the derived ‘best’ profile. In
particular, innovators and early adopters may prefer different new product profiles. Indeed, deriving the ‘best’ product
concept by analyzing overall consumer preferences provides man- agers with little evidence as to what product
characteristics best fit the preferences of diffusion agents (innovators), and what product/ marketing program changes,
if any, are required over time to best fit later adopter preferences. Under such conditions, attempts to target marketing
efforts at potential buyers and to plan product modifications over time may be ineffective if earlier and later adopters
have different preference patterns for given product features (G. Cestre and R. Y. Darmon, 1998).

2. Problem Statement
Facing fierce competition in the marketplace, companies should try to determine the optimal settings of design
attribute of new products from which the best costumer's satisfaction can be obtained. Human perception becomes the
main objective in product development. This is related to consumer taste and preferences. In order to realize a welldesigned product that appeals to costumers, the product not only should meet the physical requirements of consumers
but also has to satisfy their affective needs. Thus, in a diverse and highly competitive market, successful products may
not those with desirable product form.
Moreover, in design activities, such as involving the designer's decision, and so on at different levels, are a very
stressful activity for everyone. No exception for the design engineer, the risks and consequences are very severe from
the wrong decision on the viability of the company. However, the quality of a decision does not depend on the
particular situation, but rather on the decision-making process used. Therefore, we need a decision-making support
system for designers comprehensive.
In order to translate consumer desires to product attributes are needed a concept design from the product that had
existed. The targeted products are evaluated from the consumers' viewpoint using affective words. By utilizing the
data; such as a database, questionnaire and so on, the relationship between the affective word and the item or categories
are decided. However, consumers obviously are not expert in product development. Thus, their sense related to the
consumer affection are not precise. Thus, the researchers added the rough set model to increase the accuracy of the
data from the consumers.
The fundamental concept behind Rough Set Theory is the approximation of lower and upper spaces of a set, the
approximation of spaces being the formal classification of knowledge regarding the interest domain. The subset
generated by lower approximations is characterized by objects that will definitely form part of an interest subset,
whereas the upper approximation is characterized by objects that will possibly form part of an interest subset. Every
subset defined through upper and lower approximation is known as Rough Set.
Knowledge classification is a fundamental problem in rough set theory. In Pawlak’s rough set model, the degree
of set overlap was not considered, namely, the classification must be totally correct or certain. Therefore, original
rough set model cannot effectively deal with data sets which have noisy data and latent useful knowledge in the
boundary region may not be fully captured. In order to overcome the limitations, some extended rough set models
have been put forward which combine with other available soft computing technologies, such as statistical rough set
model (Pawlak, Wong and Ziarko, 1988), decision-theoretic rough set model (Yao, et.al., 1992), fuzzy rough set model
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(Dubois, et.al, 1992), covering rough set model (Zhu, et.al., 2003), tolerance rough set model (Skowron and Stepaniuk,
1996), dominance-based rough set model (Wojciech, et.al., 2008) and others.
This research aims to develop a methodology of the rough set with considering probability aspect. Since the rough
set has several demerits which one of all is the inability to handle incomplete information in datasets. Knowledge
classification is a fundamental problem in rough set theory. In Pawlak’s rough set model, the degree of set overlap
was not considered, namely, the classification must be totally correct or certain. Therefore, the original rough set
model cannot effectively deal with data sets which have noisy data and latent useful knowledge in the boundary region
may not be fully captured. The methodology gives several rules with higher confidence level than the original one,
thus the variety of rule that extracted is more reliable even though the computational time taking a long time into
processing.

3. Framework of Proposed Method
The form in which data is presented within an information system must guarantee that the redundancy is avoided
as it implicates the minimization of the complexly computational in relation to the creation of rules to aid the extraction
knowledge. However, when the information system possesses redundancy situations, it is necessary to treat it One of
the ways of accomplishing this is to use the concept of reduct, without altering the indiscernibility relations.
A reduct is a set of necessary minimum data, since the original proprieties of the system or information table are
maintained. Therefore, the reduct must have the capacity to classify objects, without altering the form of representing
the knowledge. However, in this research attribute reduction is introducing to new decision-making table of Bayesian
Rough Set model.
The set of all D-indispensable attributes in A is called the D-core of A, whereas, the minimal subsets of condition
attributes that discern all equivalence classes of the relation Ind(D) discernable by the entire set of attributes are called
D-reducts.
Relative reducts can be computed using a slightly modified discernibility matrix. An element of the Ddiscernibility matrix of A is defined as the set of all attributes which discern the objects xi and xj, which do not belong
to the same equivalence class of the relation Ind(D), i.e., to the same class. The D-core is the set of all single elements
of the D-discernibility matrix of A. Based on eq. 1, we created new decision table from sources data by using an
algorithm for attribute reduction as followed:
Table 1. Attribute reduction for making new decision table
Algorithm Bayesian Rough set approach to attribute reducted
Input: A decision table.
Output: A reduct R.
BEGIN
1. R = , E = D;
2. rank all the attribute in G according to their significance attribute values;


3. WHILE 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑅 (𝐸𝑗 ) < 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝐷 (𝐸𝑗 ) and E  
4.
select the first attribute a  E with the maximum significance value;
5.
E = E – {a};
6.
R = R  {a};
7. END WHILE
8. FOR each r  R
𝛽
𝛽
9.
IF 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑅−{𝑟} (𝐸𝑗 ) = 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑅 (𝐸𝑗 )
10.
R = R – {r};
11.
END IF
12. END FOR
13. Output R;
END BEGIN
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After we got new decision table for rule mining of Bayesian Rough Set model, we establish the pre-classification
model for training data using the genetic algorithm. According to the weight of the various attributes and significance
of attribute values, to establish the model as follows:
𝑌𝑗 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 𝑓𝑖 ............................................................................................................................................................. (1)
where Yj is comprehensive evaluation value of the j-th evaluated object; fi is evaluation value of i-th indicator ai.

3.1 Rule Extraction
The original rough sets approach is restricted to the case where there exist the fully correct and certain
classifications derived from the decision table. Unfortunately, we have many cases where there is no lower
approximation of a classification. Furthermore, if there are only very few elements of lower approximation of some
decision set, the if−then rules extracted from these few elements might be unreliable. Thus, it is necessary to handle a
huge decision table. If one considers the properties of the human evaluation data such as ambiguity and non-linearity,
we have to construct a rough set method that can treat the case where there is no lower approximation of a classification
and the case where the decision class occurs with different prior probability. Thus, our approach inspired by the
variable precision of rough set theory is based on a new information gain to equivalent classes suitable for handling
totally ambiguous and probabilistic properties of human evaluation data. Moreover, we propose a two-stage method
for simply extracting uncertain decision rules from probabilistic decision table using decision functions of
approximated classes. We applied our method to extract uncertain decision rules from the data obtained by human
sensory evaluation experiment in practical food and beverage manufacturing problem.
BRSM is based on the indiscernibility relation, we design table with quadruple (4-tuple) that can be expressed as
S = (U, A, C, D) be a decision system data, where U is a non-empty finite set called the universe, A is a set of features,
C and D are subsets of A, named the conditional and decisional attribute subsets respectively. The elements of U are
called object, cases, instances or observations. Attribute is interpreted as features, variables or characteristics
conditions. The data set with making decision table with respect to conditional attribute and decision attribute
chocolate exterior and interior packaging design. Formally, the set U is the set of evaluation events U = {x11,…, xmn}
for the universe denoted of n-th respondent to m- th product. Each attribute of A has a domain of its design attribute
values, A = {a1,…, ak,…, ap} which is called conditional attribute. Conditional attributes such as color, shape, size,
the image of products had taken from any source literature (Moskowitz et al., 2009; Rundh, 2009; Marsh and Bugusu,
2007; Schütte, 2013). A set of decision class or attribute is D = {D1,…, Dj,…, Dr} where Dj = {xd(x) = j}, j = 0, 1,
2,…, r. Partition of U by attribute set A are described equivalence class.
These evaluation data include at least two important probabilistic aspects. One is the probability of decisions
dependent on the conditional attributes of products and the other is the prior probability of decision. Such probabilities
are experientially acceptable in human evaluation data. These probabilities are well known as the conditional and prior
probability, respectively (Z. Pawlak, 1982; Nishino et al., 2006; H. Zhang et al., 2012).
𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 ) =
𝑃(𝐷𝑖 ) =

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 (𝐷𝑗 ∩𝐸𝑖 )
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 (𝐸𝑖 )

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 (𝐷𝑗 )
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 (𝑈)

........................................................................................................................(2)

........................................................................................................................................................ (3)

The next step is calculation information gain that based on Nishino (Nishino et al., 2006) as follows.
𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 −

𝑃(𝐷𝑗)
𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 )

................................................................................................................................................ (4)

which means that the larger the conditional probability is, the larger the information gain is. Since the information
gain enables to evaluate the influence of the set of conditional attributes on decision class relative to its prior
probability.
After the information gain is generated, the coming steep is calculating positive, negative and boundary region.
There is kind of approximation region of concept with respect to the attribute can be defined according to lower
approximation and upper approximation, respectively. However, determination of parameter is the key role to obtain
the value of positive, negative and boundary.
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𝑃𝑂𝑆𝛽 (𝐷𝑗 ) = ⋃ {𝐸𝑖 |𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 ) ≥

𝑃(𝐷𝑗 )

𝑁𝐸𝐺𝛽 (𝐷𝑗 ) = ⋃ {𝐸𝑖 |𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 ) ≤

𝑃(𝐷𝑗 )−𝛽

1−𝛽

} ....................................................................................................................... (5)

1−𝛽

} .................................................................................................................. (6)

𝑃(𝐷𝑗 )−𝛽 𝑃(𝐷𝑗)
,
)} ..................................................................................................... (7)
1−𝛽
1−𝛽

𝐵𝑁𝐷 𝛽 (𝐷𝑗 ) = ⋃ {𝐸𝑖 |𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 ) ∈ (

The  values can calculate by using equation 10 or 11. It should be noted that β ≤ 1−P(Dj). In other words, β
should be less than the residual of the prior probability P(D j).
𝛽𝜀𝑞 =
𝛽𝜀𝑡 =

𝑃(𝐷0 |𝐸 )
𝑃(𝐷0 |𝐸 )+𝜀𝑞 ∑ 𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸 )
∑ 𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸 )
∑ 𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸 )+𝜀𝑡 𝑃(𝐷0 |𝐸 )

........................................................................................................................................ (8)

........................................................................................................................................... (9)

4. Empirical Study for Analysis Heterogeneous Human Sensory Data
We have investigated product packaging design of consumer goods such as food and beverage, which packaging
attributes Indonesian consumers consider important when choosing consumer goods products. Especially aims to
investigate the effect of packaging on food and beverage packaging preferences and its ability to influence costumers’
buyer decision in-store. We proposed Bayesian rough set model-based conditional probability to handle uncertainties
Start

Initialization of conditional
and decision attribute

Construct decision-table and
determine core attribute

Training Data
Sets

Validation of
parameters

Evaluation of decision
rules

Evaluate recommendation
result by users
Figure 1. The detailed procedures of Bayesian Rough Set Model
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and incomplete data in human sensory data. Human sensory data which is user impressions are quantified by means
of a questionnaire survey, and the system learns the relationship between design factors and user impressions.
Database of product packaging on food and beverage obtain from some companies. The detailed procedures of
Bayesian Rough Set Model can be seen in figure 1.
Initialization of attribute reduction algorithm. Attribute reduction aims to reduct superfluous attribute and find the
core attribute in the data set. The computational process we used Matlab R2015a. Attribute in this research divided to
two attributes, i.e. conditional attribute and decision attribute as followed respectively:
Table 2. Conditional Attribute with evaluation values
Conditional Attribute
(C)
Shapes (C )

0
Robust

Evaluation values
1
Slim

2
Attractive

Dominating color (C )

Monochrome

Pattern

Bright color

Cartoon Character (C )

Without character

Product icons

Word on package (C )

Low readability

Appropriateness

Popular cartoon in
television
High readability

Low

High
Discount or ticket
coupon
Evidence from research
institution
High

Both

Prize (C )

Free gift (present) in
packaging
Testimonial from another
user
Low

Brand (C )

Old

New

Popular

Size (C10)

Small

Medium

Large

1

2

3

4

Amount of nutrient
needs (C )
5

Type of promotion (C )
6

Evidence (C )
7

8

9

Table 3. Decision Attribute with evaluation values
Decision Attribute
(D)

0
Good and willing
to pay

Evaluation values
1
2
No good but
Good but unwilling
willing to pay
to pay

3
No good and
unwilling to pay

4.1 Comparison Results
The aim of this experiment is to find how rough set parameter (certainty, coverage, and strength) influence the
proposed method. Based on new decision table of Bayesian Rough Set model, we extract several rules and comparing
the result of Rough Set theory. However, in the rough set process, the incomplete data was removed in the decision
table. Evaluation metric of this experiment i.e. considers the highest certainty, coverage and strength factor who
indicated the packaging influence the costumer as purchasing decision.
The symbols at the end of decision indicated that the equivalence classes matching with condition part of the rule.
The rule indicates that properties of element design will constructive what peoples think about the product. Another
word, the rules predict the costumer evaluation from any product design element.
To convert the above rule presented as certain deterministic one into uncertain probabilistic rule we can use rule
evaluation factors. The evaluation factor can be defined by using number evaluation to product Ei and effect of
products on decision P(DjEj). The extracted rulek can be represented in the form of if condk then Dj (k =1,...,m).
The following certainty factor denoted as cer (Condk ; Dj) means the ratio of the number of events satisfied with
if − then rule to the number of events satisfied with the condition part condk of the rule.
𝑐𝑒𝑟 (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑘 ; 𝐷𝑗 ) =

|𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑘 ∩𝐷𝑗|
|𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑘 |

=

∑𝐸 ∈𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 |𝐸𝑖 |𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 )
𝑘
𝑖
∑𝐸 ∈𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 |𝐸𝑖 |
𝑘
𝑖

.............................................................................................. (10)
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To predict the human evaluation from any product design element, we have to estimate the attribute values of the
product candidates from targeted costumer evaluation. The following coverage factor denoted as cov (Condk;Dj ) will
be useful.
𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑘 ; 𝐷𝑗 ) =

∑𝐸 ∈𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 |𝐸𝑖 |𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 )
𝑘
𝑖
|𝐷𝑗|

.................................................................................................................. (11)

which means the ratio of the number of events satisfied with constructed rule to the number of the events satisfied
with Dj. This factor shows the degree to which Dj → condk, i.e., the inverse of rule holds. The following strength factor
denoted as σ (Condk;Dj ) can be used to evaluate the set of decision rules.
𝜎 (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑘 ; 𝐷𝑗 ) =

∑𝐸 ∈𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑 |𝐸𝑖 |𝑃(𝐷𝑗 |𝐸𝑖 )
𝑘
𝑖
|𝑈|

...................................................................................................................... (12)

which means the ratio of the number of events satisfied with if − then rule to all the events.
In order to demonstrate the proposed method, a comparison between original method (Rough Set) and the proposed
method is presented. With 9 conditional attributes and 4 decision attributes, the rules ware generated considerably
higher than the Rough Set method, 63 rules were extracted as the minimum requirement to 130 of human sensory
(preferences) data. While the existing method only can cover 22 rules extracted with 58% and 66% for certainty factor.
Otherwise, with the proposed method, sixty-five percent of rules extracted can cover 63 rules and got the confidence
of overall extracted rules as many as 73%. Thus, the proposed method produced a better result rather than the existing
method.
As shown in table 4, the frequencies of some rules were high while some were low for Bayesian Rough Set Model.
The maximum strength was 9 for one rule with 92% of certainty factor and 12% of coverage. While the minimum
strength was one for 20 rules extracted. Thereabouts more than a half of the rule extracted was 5 strength factor.
Nevertheless, for those rules with high strength, they represent a large portion of the products exterior design
influencing consumers purchasing decision repeatedly with the identical the pattern.
Table 4. Comparison Strength of Rough Set (RS) and Bayesian Rough Set Model (BRSM) with the corresponding
the number of rules
Strength
Overall
Overall
Comparison
Rules
Certainty/
Coverage/
Parameters
Method
1
2
3
5
9
11 extracted Confidence Accuracy
(%)
(%)
Number of
9
7
2
4
Rules
Certainty/
17
25
15
22
22
66
58
RS
Confidence
(%)
Coverage/
25
25
33
100
Accuracy (%)
Number of
20
10
32
1
Rules
Certainty /
8
23
46
92
63
73
65
BRSM
Confidence
(%)
Coverage /
50
13
26
12
Accuracy (%)

4.2 Analysis Heterogeneous of Consumers Purchasing Decision
For the convenient of interpretations, we divided based on decision attributes with strength factor. In this chapter
also, it is only the proposed method that will be analyzed for further. Three groups were preferred, in which the more
significantly different condition attributes existed among groups, the more desired they were.
As shown in table 5, the product that had low prize was considered by the consumers as a better product and as
buyers' decision factor. While the products who categorized worse and consumer dislike had the characteristic as like
as the product color was monochrome, the amount of nutrient was low and so on. For the product was worse yet the
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consumers willing to buy, it had several features like as the product shapes were slim, have a discount or ticket coupon
and so on. Thus, the category d0 (the product was good and consumer willing to pay) generated one rule, the category
d1 (the product was not good but consumers willing to pay) generated 20 rules. And the category d 2 extracted 42 rules,
which consisted of 10 for strength factor was 2 and 32 rules at the others, it is followed in table 6.
Table 5. Description of Significant Rules of Bayesian Rough Set Model
Decision
Rules
d0
d1

Strength

Rules Description

9

C8=0
C2=1; C2=1 and C5=1; C2=1 and C6=1; C5=1 and C6=1; C1=1; C1=1 and C4=1; C1=1
and C5=1; C1=1 and C7=1; C1=1 and C9=1; C1=1 and C10=1; C4=1 and C5=1; C4=1 and
C7=1; C4=1 and C9=1; C4=1 and C10=1; C5=1 and C7=1; C5=1 and C9=1; C5=1 and
C10=1; C7=1 and C9=1; C7=1 and C10=1; C9=1 and C10=1
C1=2; C1=2 and C2=2; C1=2 and C6=2; C1=2 and C9=2; C1=2 and C10=2; C2=2 and
C1=1; C6=2 and C1=1; C9=2 and C1=1; C10=2 and C1=1; C1=1 and C4=1
C2=2; C6=2; C9=2; C10=2; C2=2 and C6=2; C2=2 and C9=2; C2=2 and C10=2; C6=2 and
C9=2; C6=2 and C10=2; C9=2 and C10=2; C1=2 and C4=1; C2=2 and C4=1; C6=2 and
C4=1; C9=2 and C4=1; C10=2 and C4=1; C10=2; C10=2 and C2=1; C10=2 and C6=1; C10=2
and C9=1; C2=1 and C6=1; C2=1 and C9=1; C6=1 and C9=1; C1=1 and C2=1; C1=1 and
C4=1; C1=1 and C6=1; C1=1 and C9=1; C2=1 and C4=1; C2=1 and C6=1; C2=1 and C9=1;
C4=1 and C6=1; C4=1 and C9=1; C6=1 and C9=1

1

2

d2
5

Table 6. Categorize of Product and Consumer Purchasing Decision
Consumer
purchasing decision
The product was
good and consumers
willing to pay (d0)

The product was not
good but consumers
willing to pay (d1)

Strength
9

1

2

Combination of the product who effect buyers decision
The products had low prize
The product was a pattern;
The product was a pattern and amount of nutrient needs was high;
The product was a pattern and type of promotion was through a discount or
ticket coupon;
Amount of nutrient needs were high and type of promotion was through a
discount or ticket coupon;
The product shapes was slim;
The product shapes was slim and word on package can be read;
The product shapes was slim and amount of nutrient needs was high;
The product shapes was slim and there was evidence from research
institution;
The product shapes was slim and the brand was new;
The product shapes was slim and the size was medium;
Word on package can be read and amount of nutrient needs was high;
Word on package can be read and there was evidence from research
institution;
Word on package can be read and the brand was new;
Word on package can be read and the size was medium;
Amount of nutrient needs were high and there was evidence from research
institution;
Amount of nutrient needs were high and the brand was new;
Amount of nutrient needs were high and the size was medium;
There was evidence from research institution and the brand was new;
There was evidence from research institution and the size was medium;
The brand was new and the size was medium.
The product shapes was attractive;
The product shapes was attractive and the product colors were bright;
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The product was
good but consumers
unwilling to pay (d2)

5

The product shapes was attractive and type of promotion was mixed;
The product shapes was attractive and the brand was popular;
The product shapes was attractive and the size was large;
The product colors were bright and the product shapes was slim;
Type of promotion was mixed and the product shapes was slim;
The brand was popular and the product shapes was slim;
The size was large and the product shapes was slim;
The product shapes were slim and word on the package can be read.
The product colors were bright;
Type of promotion was mixed;
The brand was popular;
The size was large;
The product colors were bright and type of promotion was mixed;
The product colors were bright and the brand was popular;
The product colors were bright and the size was large;
Type of promotion was mixed and the brand was popular;
Type of promotion was mixed and the size was large;
The brand was popular and the size was large;
The product shapes was attractive and word on package can be read;
The product colors were bright and word on package can be read;
Type of promotion was mixed and word on package can be read;
The brand was popular and word on package can be read;
The size was large and word on package can be read;
The size was large;
The size was large and the product was a pattern;
The size was large and type of promotion was through a discount or ticket
coupon;
The size was large and the band was new;
The product was a pattern and type of promotion was through a discount or
ticket coupon;
The product was a pattern and the band was new;
Type of promotion was through a discount or ticket coupon and the band
was new;
The product shapes was slim and the product was a pattern;
The product shapes was slim and word on package can be read;
The product shapes was slim and type of promotion was through a discount
or ticket coupon;
The product shapes was slim and the band was new;
The product was a pattern and word on package can be read;
The product was a pattern and type of promotion was through a discount or
ticket coupon;
The product was a pattern and the band was new;
Word on package can be read and type of promotion was through a discount
or ticket coupon;
Word on package can be read and the band was new;
Type of promotion was through a discount or ticket coupon and the band
was new.

4.3 Convergences Speed
We minimize the objective function with GA in order to get optimal of the computational experiment. The
generation or iteration of GA is 300 for each method. The result of generation or iteration of each method is provided
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Figure 2. Comparison of convergence speed between Rough Set Theory (RST) and Bayesian Roug Set Model
(BRSM)
in figure 2. In figure 2, we can see the convergence's speed different between rough set and Bayesian rough set. As in
this experiment, we don't use threshold, so we were using generation or iteration as stopping criteria in order to
optimize the best fitness. Thus, we set stopping criteria with the condition, i.e. if there are 50 generation or iteration
that have same best fitness value then we assumed the data has convergences and the computational time will stop.
The final result of this experiment, we found that the data is convergence at 168’s generation or iteration for the rough
set. And for the Bayesian rough set model, the data convergence at 287’s generation or iteration.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
5.1 Discussion
The results from table 5 and 6 may suggest that the consumers purchasing decision with strong pattern, i.e. high
rules strength, are most likely related to the prize and the product packaging itself. Although, the prize of the products
is the highest factor which reflection of consumer desire, yet product packaging or product exterior design also should
be considered as supporting primary factor as consumers want. The characteristic of product packaging such as bright
colors and large sizes is more preferable to consumers – even there are many combination of conditional attribute that
becoming consumers purchasing factor.
In the proposed method to extract uncertain probabilistic, decision rule should be determined two aspects i.e.
certain decision rules and evaluation factor rules. Those factors are bounded with parameters of probabilistic of the
rough set theory, which is shown in Equation 8 and 9. Such probabilities are experientially acceptable in human
evaluation data. If the larger the conditional probability is, the larger the information gain is too. Which means The
definition of information gain by 1 corresponds with our intuition that the large increment of P(D j|Ei) being more than
P(Dj) should take larger information gain when P(Dj) is low, while the same increment of P(Dj|Ei) should take smaller
information gain when P(Dj) is high. Since the information gain enables to evaluate the influence of the set of
conditional attributes on decision class relative to its prior probability. We conducted comparison parameters of
probabilistic for variety of clustered consumer desires. It should be noted that β ≤ 1−P(Dj). In other words, β should
be less than the residual of the prior probability P(D j). if it is taken  = 0, POSβ(Dj), NEGβ(Dj) and BNDβ(Dj) are
characterized by P(Dj|Ei) ≥ P(Dj), P(Dj|Ei) ≤ P(Dj), and P(Dj|Ei)= P(Dj) , respectively. As the value of β increases up
to min (1−P(Dj),P(Dj)), the positive and negative regions decrease, and boundary region increases. Furthermore, as
the value of β increases, the information associated with Dj is strongly relevant to Ei.
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The comparison probabilistic parameters was aimed to avoid aggregation bias amongst of datasets. The parameters
of probabilistic were divided into 4 parameters, which are  = 1,  = 0.8189,  = 0. 7342 and  = 0.6358. The result
of comparison probabilistic parameters is depicted in figure 3 as followed:

Figure 3. Comparison of probabilistic parameter toward whole datasets

5.2 Conclusion
Rough set provide transparent method for inductive learning from data. This is especially important when the
seismic activity need to be understood in term of its causal structure involving multiple factors and their interactions.
Thus, the rules generated from these machine learning techniques could provide further insight into the complex
dynamics of heterogeneous human sensory data toward product exterior design.
However, in real life is always faced incomplete data in dataset. Rough set couldn't be handled such kind this
problem. Thus, the researchers proposed Bayesian Rough Set model to handle this problem. Proposed method
(Bayesian Rough Set model) aims to handle incomplete information in data set based on conditional probability.
Bayesian Rough Set model was implemented to handle uncertainties data in data set based on human impression data.
To further information result we provide into table 7 as followed:
Table 7. Summarize of whole experiments
Comparison

Rule
Extracted

Overall
Accuracy

Overall
Confidence

Calculation
Time

Rough Set

22

58%

66%

16 minute

Bayesian
Rough Set
model

63

65%

73%

29 minute

From table 7, we can see several result improvement as followed:
1) The proposed method get higher score than Rough Set, i.e. 73%. However, it takes long time than Rough Set in
the calculation time experiment, i.e. 29 minute.
2) The proposed method get accuracy improvement rather than conventional method (Rough Set), i.e. 12.07%, and
confidence level as big as 10.61%.
3) The proposed method also get calculation time improvement rather than conventional method (Rough Set), i.e.
81.25%.
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